This opportunity is sponsored by Maryland Food Bank.

Work quickly. The Maryland Food Bank, they have a quick refresher course and are enabling to begin training can be accomplished on the company site so that when the volunteers arrive at All new volunteers must experience an orientation and a training. For new groups the All volunteers must be 12 years of age and above.

fresh, giving advice that comes only from experience.

experiences by answering questions, double-checking the category, and helping with Experienced sorters and packers who are willing to oversee new volunteers after their MENTORS.

with the proper category name. All of this information is covered in the training session. All minimum of 24 lbs. but not heavier than 25 lbs. table the boxes closed and mark them covered in the training session. Packers with missing boxes to reach a standard that no mistakes were made in the category designation. All of this information is mistakes were made, either in determining that the product is suitable for distribution, or sort bins. Packers must double-check each item semi they are packing, to be certain no volunteers work from “pre-sort”. This is available to them in large bins called PACKERS.

“food” chosen for distribution into the proper “sort bin”.

who mentor them, ask questions, and make certain the new sorters are properly placing volunteers are trained to sort donated salvage, which is product that is damaged and must red and clear.

SORTERS.

The Maryland Food Bank warehouse is clean and bright. All volunteers must have their SAFETY:

shelving. Volunteers will be oriented to the purpose of a food bank, and will be trained to sort.
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